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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR REDUCING
LEXICAL AMBIGUITY
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0001) 1. Field of the Invention
0002 The present invention relates to language transla
tion Systems. More particularly, the present invention relates
to a method for reducing lexical ambiguity.
0003 2. Background Information
0004. With the continuing growth of multinational busi
neSS dealings where the global economy brings together
business people of all nationalities and with the ease and
frequency of today's travel between countries, the demand
for a machine-aided interpersonal communication System
that provides accurate near real-time language translation,
whether in Spoken or written form, is a compelling need.
This System would relieve users of the need to possess
Specialized linguistic or translational knowledge.
0005. A typical language translation system functions by
using natural language proceSS. Natural language processing
is generally concerned with the attempt to recognize a large
pattern or Sentence by decomposing it into Small Subpatterns
according to linguistic rules. A natural language processing
System uses considerable knowledge about the Structure of
the language, including what the words are, how words
combine to form Sentences, what the words mean, and how

word meanings contribute to Sentence meanings. However,
linguistic behavior cannot be completely accounted for
without also taking into account another aspect of what
makes humans intelligent-their general world knowledge
and their reasoning abilities. For example, to answer ques
tions, to participate in a conversation, or to create and
understand written language, a perSon not only must have
knowledge about the Structure of the language being used,
but also must know about the World in general and the
conversational Setting in particular. Specifically, phonetic
and phonological knowledge concerns how words are
related to Sounds that realize them. Morphological knowl
edge concerns how words are constructed from more basic
units called morphemes. Syntactic knowledge concerns how
words can be put together to form correct Sentences and
determines what Structural role each word playS in the
Sentence and what phrases are Subparts of what other
phrases. Typical Syntactic representations of language are
based on the notion of context-free grammars, which rep
resent Sentence Structure in terms of what phrases are
Subparts of other phrases. This Syntactic information is often
presented in a tree form. Semantic knowledge concerns what
words mean and how these meanings combine in Sentences
to form Sentence meanings. This is the Study of context
independent meaning-the meaning a Sentence has regard
less of the context in which it is used. The representation of
the context-independent meaning of a Sentence is called its
logical form. The logical form encodes possible word Senses
and identifies the Semantic relationships between the words
and phrases.
0006 Natural language processing systems further
include interpretation processes that map from one repre
Sentation to the other. For instance, the process that maps a
Sentence to its Syntactic Structure and logical form is called
parsing, and it is performed by a component called a parser.

The parser uses knowledge about word and word meaning,
the lexicon, and a set of rules defining the legal Structures,
the grammar, in order to assign a Syntactic Structure and a
logical form to an input Sentence.
0007 Formally, a context-free grammar of a language is
a four-tuple comprising nonterminal Vocabularies, terminal
Vocabularies, a finite Set of production rules, and a starting
symbol for all productions. The nonterminal and terminal
vocabularies are disjoint. The set of terminal symbols is
called the Vocabulary of the language. Pragmatic knowledge
concerns how Sentences are used in different situations and

how use affects the interpretation of the Sentence.
0008. A natural language processor receives an input
Sentence, lexically Separates the words in the Sentence,
Syntactically determines the types of words, Semantically
understands the words, pragmatically determines the type of
response to generate, and generates the response. The natu
ral language processor employs many types of knowledge
and stores different types of knowledge in different knowl
edge Structures that separate the knowledge into organized
types.

0009. The complexity of the natural language process is
increased due to lexical ambiguity of input Sentences. Cases
oflexical ambiguity may hinge on the fact that a particularly
word has more than one meaning. For example, the word
bank can be used to denote either a place where monetary
eXchange and handling takes place or the land close river,
the bank of the river. A word or a small group of words may
also have two or more related meanings. That is, the
adjective bright may be used as a Synonym for "shining

(e.g., “The Stars are bright tonight”) or as a synonym for
“smart” (e.g., “She must be very bright if she made an “A”
on the test”). In the field of spoken language translation, the

problem is compounded by words that are not necessarily
Spelled the same but are pronounced the same and have
different meanings. For example, the words night and knight
are pronounced exactly the same although they are Spelled
differently, and they have very different meanings.
0010 Factors causing the lexical ambiguity vary from
one language to another. In character-based languages, e.g.
in the Japanese language, extracting information from an
input Sentence creates a Serious problem because Japanese
Sentences do not have Spaces between words. Part-of-Speech

(POS) tags are another factor causing lexical ambiguity. In

many languages, including both word-based and character
based natural languages, one word may have more than one
POS tag depending on the context of POS within the
Sentence. The word table, for example, can be a verb in Some

contexts (e.g., “He will table the motion”) and a noun in
others (e.g., “The table is ready”). The existence of multi

word expressions in many languages, including the English
language, is yet another factor contributing to lexical ambi
guity. That is, depending on the context, a group of words,
Such as “white house', can be treated as a multiword

expression (e.g., “I want to visit the White House”) or as
Separate words (e.g., “He lives in a white house across the
street”).
0011. One current approach that deals with lexical ambi

guity in a Japanese input Sentence involves treating each
Japanese character as a word and letting the parser group the
characters using the parsing grammar. After the parser
defines the words, the parser must try all POS tags found for
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each word and rule out the impossible tags. AS a result, the
parsing program is time consuming and requires a large
amount of Space for its operation. If a long or complicated
Sentence is involved, Such a parser may not be able to
perform the parsing at all.
0012 Another current approach to deal with lexical
ambiguity recognizes all the possible words in a Japanese
Sentence and then finds possible connections between adja
cent words. The recognition of all the words is done using
a morpheme dictionary. The morpheme dictionary defines
Japanese morphemes with the names of POS tags. The
connectivity is defined using a connection-pair grammar.
The connection-pair grammar defines pairs of Sets of mor
phemes that may occur adjacently in a Sentence. Various
costs are then applied to the morphemes to compare all
possible Segmentations of the input Sentence. These various
costs correspond to the likelihood of observing a word as a
certain part of Speech and to the likelihood of observing two
words in adjacent positions. In this approach, the Segmen
tation that has the lowest corresponding cost is Selected from
all the possible Segmentations of the input Sentence for
further processing. However, the Segmentation Selected
based upon the lowest costs may not correspond to the
correct meaning of the input Sentence. Since the Syntactic
parser is better equipped to recognize the correct meaning of
the input Sentence, making a Selection before the parsing
operation may result in loSS of pertinent information. Con
Sequently, this approach may lead to inaccurate results in
producing a response to an input Sentence, especially in
producing a response to a longer or more complicated
Sentence. The techniques currently used to deal with lexical
ambiguity in an English Sentence have problems similar to
those identified above. Unlike Japanese Sentences, English
Sentences do not need to be segmented as the individual
words form the segments. However, multiple POS tags of a
word present the same problem for English Sentences as they
do for Japanese Sentences. AS described above, one
approach taken to deal with this problem requires the parser
to try all POS tags found for each word and rule out the
impossible tags. In this approach, the parsing program is
very time consuming and requires a large amount of Space
for its operation. In addition, this approach may not be able
to handle long and complicated Sentences.
0013 Another approach analyzes all POS tags for each
word in an English input Sentence and finds the most likely
POS tag for each word using lexical and Statistical prob
abilities. However, some probabilities may be hard to esti
mate. No matter how much text is analyzed for the estima
tion, there will always be a large Volume of words that
appear only a few times. Thus, relying Strictly on probabili
ties may not result in an accurate interpretation, especially in
dealing with a long or complex Sentence in which a words
meaning is dependent upon the context of the word within
the Sentence. AS explained earlier, Since the Syntactic parser
is better equipped to recognize the correct meaning of the
input Sentence, making a Selection before the parsing opera
tion may result in loSS of pertinent information.
0.014. Therefore, what is required is an efficient way of
reducing lexical ambiguity which will provide an accurate
interpretation of an input Sentence without unreasonably
burdening the operation of the Syntactic parser.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0015. A method and system for reducing lexical ambi
guity in an input Stream are described. In one embodiment,
the input Stream is broken into tokens. The tokens are used
to create a connection graph comprising a number of paths.
Each of the paths is assigned a cost. At least one best path
is defined based upon a corresponding cost to generate an
output graph. The generated output graph is provided to
reduce lexical ambiguity.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0016. The present invention is illustrated by way of
example and may be better understood by referring to the
following description in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings, in which like references indicate Similar elements
and in which:

0017 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment for
an architecture of a computer System;
0018 FIG.2a is a block diagram of one embodiment for
a natural language translation System;
0019 FIGS. 2b, 2c, and 2dare exemplary diagrams of
Structures used by the natural language translation System of
FIG. 2a,

0020 FIG. 3 is a diagram of one embodiment for a
lexical ambiguity module;
0021 FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of one embodiment for
reducing lexical ambiguity in a natural language translation
System:

0022 FIG. 5aillustrates an exemplary connection graph;
0023 FIG. 5billustrates an exemplary path in a connec
tion graph;
0024 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of one embodiment for
Segmentation of an input Stream;
0025 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of one embodiment for
reducing lexical ambiguity in an input English expression;
0026 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of one embodiment for
reducing lexical ambiguity in an input Japanese expression;
0027 FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary connection of
tokens in an input Japanese Sentence.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN
EMBODIMENT OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

0028. A method and system for reducing lexical ambi
guity in an input Stream are described. In one embodiment,
the input Stream is broken into tokens. The tokens are used
to create a connection graph comprising a number of paths.
Each of the paths is assigned a cost. At least one best path
is defined based upon a corresponding cost to generate an
output graph. The generated output graph is provided to
reduce lexical ambiguity.
0029. In the following detailed description of the present
invention, numerous Specific details are Set forth in order to
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention.
However, it will be apparent to one skilled in the art that the
present invention may be practiced without these specific
details. In Some instances, well-known Structures and
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devices are shown in block diagram form, rather than in
detail, in order to avoid obscuring the present invention.
0030) Some portions of the detailed descriptions that
follow are presented in terms of algorithms and Symbolic
representations of operations on data bits within a computer
memory. These algorithmic descriptions and representations
are the means used by those skilled in the data processing
arts to most effectively convey the substance of their work
to otherS Skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and
generally, conceived to be a Self-consistent Sequence of
processing blockS leading to a desired result. The processing
blocks are those. requiring physical manipulations of physi
cal quantities. Usually, though not necessarily, these quan
tities take the form of electrical or magnetic Signals capable
of being Stored, transferred, combined, compared, and oth
erwise manipulated. It has proven convenient at times,
principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these
Signals as bits, values, elements, Symbols, characters, terms,
numbers, or the like.

0031. It should be borne in mind, however, that all of
these and Similar terms are to be associated with the appro
priate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels
applied to these quantities. Unless Specifically Stated other
wise as apparent from the following discussion, it is appre
ciated that throughout the description, discussions utilizing
terms Such as “processing or “computing or "calculating
or “determining” or “displaying or the like, refer to the
action and processes of a computer System, or Similar
electronic computing device, that manipulates and trans

forms data represented as physical (electronic) quantities

within the computer System's registers and memories into
other data Similarly represented as physical quantities within
the computer System memories or registers or other Such
information Storage, transmission or display devices.
0.032 The present invention also relates to apparatus for
performing the operations herein. This apparatus may be
Specially constructed for the required purposes, or it may
comprise a general purpose computer Selectively activated
or reconfigured by a computer program Stored in the com
puter. Such a computer program may be Stored in a computer
readable Storage medium, Such as, but is not limited to, any
type of disk including floppy disks, optical disks, CD
ROMs, and magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories

(ROMs), random access memories (RAMs), EPROMs,

EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, or any type of media
Suitable for Storing electronic instructions, and each coupled
to a computer System bus.
0033. The algorithms and displays presented herein are
not inherently related to any particular computer or other
apparatus. Various general purpose Systems may be used
with programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or it
may prove convenient to construct more specialized appa
ratus to perform the required method Steps. The required
Structure for a variety of these Systems will appear from the
description below. In addition, the present invention is not
described with reference to any particular programming
language. It will be appreciated that a variety of program
ming languages may be used to implement the teachings of
the invention as described herein.

0034 Lexical ambiguity is a recognized problem in natu
ral language processing. The problem with lexical ambiguity
arises when a natural language processor needs to extract

information from an input Sentence for the Subsequent
Syntactic parsing. Extracting information becomes problem
atic in character-based languages which do not have Sepa
ratorS Such as Spaces between words in a Sentence. In
addition, in many languages, a word may have different part

of speech (POS) tags depending on the context of the POS
within the Sentence. In Some languages, certain groups of
words can either be treated as multiword expressions or as
Separate words depending on the context. In one embodi
ment, the lexical ambiguity reduction module provides a
method for reducing lexical ambiguity in an input Sentence
which increases the Segmentation of the input Sentence and
Supports POS tagging and multiword processing. In this
embodiment, the lexical ambiguity module provides a graph
which is passed to a Syntactic analysis module for Subse
quent processing. In one embodiment, an efficient method of
reducing lexical ambiguity is provided which allows the
language processing System to produce an accurate inter
pretation of the input Sentence without unreasonably bur
dening the operation of the Syntactic analysis module.
0035 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment for
an architecture of a computer system 100. Referring to FIG.
1, computer system 100 includes system bus 101 that allows
for communication among processor 102, digital Signal
processor 108, memory 104, and non-volatile storage device
107. System bus 101 may also receive inputs from keyboard
122, pointing device 123, and Speech Signal input device
125. System bus 101 provides outputs to display device 121,

hard copy device 124, and output device 126 (such as, for
example, an audio speaker). Memory 104 may include, for
example, read only memory (ROM), random access memory
(RAM), flash memory, or any combination of the above.
0036. It will be appreciated that computer system 100
may be controlled by operating System Software which
includes a file management System, Such as, for example, a
disk operating System, which is part of the operating System
Software. The file management System may be Stored in
non-volatile storage device 107 and may be configured to
cause processor 102 to execute the various functions
required by the operating System to input and output data
and to Store data in memory 104 and on non-volatile Storage
device 107.

0037 FIG. 2ais a block diagram of one embodiment for
a natural language translation system 200. Referring to FIG.
2a, natural language translation System 200 includes five
modules, Supporting databases, and associated grammars to
quickly and accurately translate text between Source and
target languages. Input text may be directly input into

natural language translation System 200 (for example, as
keyboard 122). Alternatively, input text to natural language

with a person typing Sentences into a computer using
translation system 200 may be the output of another system,
Such as, for example, output from a speech recognition

System (for example, speech input device 125), or from an
optical character recognition System (not shown).
0038 An English sentence “He wants to go to the White

House' is used throughout this Section as example text input
to describe the functioning of the system 200. The individual

units in a sentence are referred to herein as “words' but the

natural language translation System 200 is not limited to
only word-based natural languages, having equal applica
bility to translation of character-based languages as well.
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Except where the differences in processing word-based and
character-based languages are specified, the term “word” is
intended to encompass both words and characters.
0039. In the following description, a grammar is gener
ally a set of context-free rules that define the valid phrase
Structures in the Source or target language, with each con

text-free rule associated with one or more Statements (the
“rule body') that perform tests and manipulations on the
linguistic representations (feature Structures). Thus, an
English sentence may be combined from a noun phase (NP)
and a verb phrase (VP), but the subject and verb forms must
agree, e.g., “He want to go to the White House” is a valid
phrase Structure but an improper English Sentence. All rule
bodies utilized by the grammars of language translation
system 200 are in the form of computer-executable routines
produced by defining the grammar in terms of a grammar

will be appreciated that the grammatical category is not the
only feature of these two words and that morphological
analysis module 206 outputs full feature structures. The
example feature Structures are Simplified for the Sake of
clarity in explanation and are also frequently represented by
a shorthand notation, e.g., want or NPI.
0043. The feature structures built by morphological
analysis module 206 are input into lexical ambiguity reduc
tion module 210. In one embodiment, lexical ambiguity
reduction module 210 may segment the words in character
based languages that do not utilize Spaces through a database
of lexical connector feature rules 208. Lexical connector

feature rules 208 are created from GPL grammar statements
as described above. Each possible combination of adjacent
Segmented words are assigned a lexical cost. Dictionary 204

programming language (GPL) and passing appropriate rule
bodies (209,215.219, and 225) through a GPL compiler 240.

defines combinations of words (“multiwords”). Lexical
ambiguity reduction module 210 evaluates each feature
Structures that contains a part-of-speech (POS) ambiguity,

computer programming language Statements (Such as, for
example, C, C++, Pascal, or Lisp) which are then input into

tagged as both a noun and a verb. The various possible POS
tags are assigned a lexical cost. Lexical ambiguity reduction
module 210 weighs the cost assigned to each word in the

The output of the GPL compiler 240 may be in the form of
directly executable code, or may be in the form of Standard

the corresponding programming language compiler to pro
duce executable code. In either case, the compiled grammars
include a Specific function for each context-free rule. The
Specific function performs all the processing required by the
rule and its associated rule body. Furthermore, the interfaces
between the compiled grammars and the modules enable a
single language translation system 200 to perform transla
tion between multiple natural languages, and to perform
more than one translation simultaneously.
0040. A morphological analysis module 206 takes text
input 202 and uses a Source language dictionary 204 to
decompose the words into morphemes by identifying root
forms, grammatical categories, thesaurus information, and
other lexical features of the words. The morphological
analysis module 206 builds a “feature structure' for each
word. Feature Structures are well known in the art as

linguistic data Structures that contain feature-value pairs for
Strings, Symbols, and numbers that appear in a natural
language Sentence. Each feature of a word is mapped to the
appropriate value through a function commonly designated
aS

>

0041. Thus, a simplified, exemplary representation of the
feature structures for the words “he” and “wants' are as
follows:
root: he

(Feature Structure 1)

I he

Sentence and Selects those feature Structures that have the
lowest cost.

0044) The feature structures chosen for the words by
lexical ambiguity reduction module 210 are passed to Syn
tactic analysis module 216. Syntactic analysis module 216
combines the chosen feature structures into a feature struc

ture that represents the content of the input Sentence. In one
embodiment, Syntactic analysis module 216 uses parsing
grammar 212 to create a Syntax parse tree for the Sentence.
Parsing grammar 212 contains the Source language context
free grammar rules in the form of a parsing table and the
asSociated rule bodies in executable code. Each leaf of the

Syntax parse tree is a feature Structure for one of the words
in the Sentence. Once the leaves are created, an intermediate

feature Structure for each branch (parent) node in the Syntax

parse tree is built by combining its child nodes as Specified
in one or more of the context-free grammar rules. The rule
body for each potentially applicable context-free grammar
rule manipulates the various feature Structures at the child
nodes and determines whether the associated context-free

rule could create a valid phrase from the possible combina
tions. A rule body may cause a thesaurus 214 to be queried
as part of the manipulation. It will be appreciated that the
feature Structure that results from applying the context-free

grammar rules may be nested (i.e., contain multiple feature
Structures from each child node). Syntactic analysis module

216 may create the syntax parse tree shown in FIG. 2b for
the example Sentence from its constituent feature Structures,

with the following feature structure at the top (root) of the

cat: pronoun
rOOt: Want

Such as the feature structure for the word “wants' which is

(Feature Structure 2)

Syntax parse tree to represent the full Sentence:

Cat: Oul

wants he OR
rOOt: Want

cat: verb

0042. The Feature Structure 2 may be referred to as a
“disjunctive” feature Structure as it represents two mutually
exclusive feature structures that are valid for the word. It

SUBJ"he"

(Feature Structure 3)

S - VERB "wants to go"
OBJ "to the White House"

0045. It will be appreciated that both the syntax parse tree
250 and the Feature Structure 3 are not exact representations
but are simplified for purposes of ease in explanation.
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0046) The feature structure for the sentence in the source
language is passed to transfer module 222. The feature
Structure represents the analysis of the Source input and may
contain a number of nested linguistic representations

(referred herein as Sub-structures or slots). Transfer module

222 uses transfer grammar 218 to match Source language
Slots of the input with Source language slots in example
database 220. Example database 220 contains feature struc
ture pairs in the Source language and a target language. For
example, database 220 may contain matching feature Struc
tures in English and Japanese. Transfer grammar 218 con
Sists of a Set of rewrite rules with a context-free component
and a GPL rule body. The context-free parts of the rules are
used to create a transfer generation tree.
0047 Transfer module 222 uses the GPL rule bodies
within transfer grammar 218 to match the input Source
Sub-structures or slots to the Source Sub-structures or slots in

example database 220. If a good match is found (in one
embodiment, a low overall match cost), transfer module 222
checks if all Sub-structures or slots of the input feature
Structure have found a match. If a match for a Sub-structure

is not found, the Sub-structure is used as input to transfer
module 222. A transfer generation tree of the form shown in
FIG. 2c is used to break the sub-structure into multiple
Sub-structures. The new input may be a part of the original,
Source feature Structure or a new feature Sub-Structure that is
constructed from sections of different slots.

0.048 Transfer module 222 uses the input feature struc
ture (or Sub-structure) in the Source language as the starting

symbol to build transfer generation tree 260. Root 261 is a

Symbol-node (S-node) and is labeled with the starting Sym

bol of the feature Structure. The transfer grammar deter
mines which transfer grammar rules are applicable to the
feature Structure at the root 261, and creates child rule

node(s) (r-node) 263 depending from root 261. In one
embodiment, r-nodes 263 are the rule numbers within trans

fer grammar 218 that may be validly applied to the input
feature structure. Transfer grammar 218 rules added to tree
260 are applied to the S-nodes 265. If the application of each

rule succeeds, a child rule-node (r-node) 265 is added to tree

260. If the application fails, the S-node 261 is tagged as
“dead” for sub-sequent removal. Transfer grammar 218 then
creates a new s-node 265 for each r-node 263. Again, the
applicable rules are found for each S-node 265 and applied.
The process is repeated until all Sub-features within the
feature Structure have been expanded. Transfer generation
tree 260 is then pruned to remove any “dead” nodes and
corresponding Sub-trees. If root 261 is tagged as “dead,” the
generation fails. Otherwise, the resulting transfer generation
tree 260 is used by transfer module 222 to match the feature
Structure against the example database 220. The feature
Structures and Sub-Structures in the target language associ
ated with a match are Substituted for the corresponding
feature Structures and Sub-structures matched in the Source

language. Transfer module 222 recursively applies the trans
fer rules contained within transfer grammar 218 from the
top-most transfer rules until all meaningful Sub-features or
constituents within the input Source feature Structure are
transferred to the target Sub-Structures. The transfer module
222 will consult the thesaurus 214 when required to do so by
a transfer rule. Transfer module 222 outputs a feature
Structure in the target language.

0049. The feature structure for the sentence in the target
language is passed to a morphological and Syntactical gen
eration module 228, where it is used as the root node for a

Syntactical generation tree, an example of which is shown in
FIG. 2d. The syntactical generation tree is built in the same
fashion as the transfer generation tree, with context-free
rules in a generation grammar 224 as its r-nodes 273. The
generation grammar 224 copies information to each S-node
275,279. Unlike the transfer module 226, in which multiple
Sub-transferS created multiple transfer generation trees, only
one Syntactical generation tree is created by the morpho
logical and Syntactical generation module 228. Any S-node
that is not a leaf node 279, i.e., associated with a feature

Structure for a word, is used to generate the next level of
r-nodes. When all child S-nodes under an r-node are leaf

nodes, the current branch of the tree is complete and the
morphological and Syntactical generation module 228
traverses back up the tree to find the next S-node that is not
a leaf node. The thesaurus 214 is consulted when necessary
during the generation of the tree. The transfer generation tree
is complete when all the lowest level S-node are leaf nodes.
0050. When the syntactical generation tree is complete,
the leaf nodes contain output feature Structures representing
the words in one or more translations of the input Sentence.
The Sequence of output feature Structures that represents the
best sentence is converted into output text 230 by the
morphological and Syntactical generation module 228 using
the dictionary 226. Alternatively, all output feature Struc
tures for all sentences may be converted into the output text
230.

0051) Lexical ambiguity reduction module 210 of FIG.
2A will now be described in more detail. FIG. 3 is a diagram
of one embodiment for lexical ambiguity reduction module
210 of FIG. 2a. Referring to FIG. 3, lexical ambiguity
reduction module 210 comprises tokenizer 306, segmenta
tion and POS engine 320 and grammar programming lan

guage (GPL) compiler 312. It will be recognized by one
skilled in the art that a wide variety of other engines other
than that discussed above may be used by the lexical
ambiguity reduction module 300 without loss of generality.
0052. In one embodiment, tokenizer 306 receives input
String 302 comprising a Sequence of words and breaks it into
individual tokens 308. A token may comprise, for example,
a full word, a reduced word, a number, a Symbol, or a
punctuation character. In a Japanese Sentence, in which there
are no Spaces between words, each Japanese character may
correspond to a token. Tokenizer 306 examines the local
context of the word or character within the Sentence or

phrase, or the current character and its immediate neighbors.
Tokenizer 306 may use a small set of tokenization rules 304.
In one example of an English language Sentence, tokenizer
306 may make a break at the following places with the
corresponding effect:

0053 space character (space, return, tab, End-of
Sentence (EOS));
0054 apostrophe--space character (“Doris’->
“Doris"“”);
0055) apostrophe+"s” (“Peter’s”->“Peter”“’s”);
0056) apostrophe+"re” (“they're”->“they're”
0057) apostrophe+"d” (“Peter'd”->“Peter”“d”);
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0.058 apostrophe+"ve” (“Peter've”->“Peter”“’ve”);
0059 apostrophe+“ll” (“Peter’ll”->“Peter”“11”);
0060 period+EOS (“Peter likes fish.”->“Peter
“likes”“fish”“..”);
0061 question mark (“Does Peter like fish?”->
“does”“Peter*like”“fish”“?”);
0062) exclamation mark (“Fish!”->“fish”“”);
0063 comma (except between numbers) (“apples,

314 may include calls to feature structure library routines
which allow flexibility in developing lexical grammar rules.
This flexibility becomes especially important when complex
and Space consuming rules are involved, Such as lexical
connector rules defining connectivity relation of tokens.
0075. After defining all possible connections of tokens
308, segmentation and POS engine 320 may perform POS
tagging. Alternatively, POS tagging may be performed
Simultaneously with the Segmentation process. In another
embodiment, POS tagging may be performed without per

“bananas');
0064 dollar sign (“S30”->“S”“30”);
0065 percent sign (“30%”->“30”“%”);
0.066 plus sign (“+80 ”->"+”“80”);
0067 minus sign (only when followed by a number)

POS tagging by consulting lexical dictionary 316 and
assigning all possible POS tags to each Segmented word of
the input Sentence 302. In one embodiment, Segmentation
and POS engine 320 searches lexical dictionary 316 for
every segmented word of input sentence 302. As described
above, lexical dictionary 316 may comprise lexical entries

oranges and bananas'->“apples”",“oranges"and

s

0068 semicolon (“fruits; apples, oranges and
bananas'->“fruits";" apples”",“oranges"and

“bananas');
0069 colon (except between numbers).
0070. In one embodiment, segmentation and POS engine
320 receives tokens 308 and performs one or more of its
assigned functions, Such as, for example, Segmentation, POS
tagging, and multiword processing. Each of the named

forming segmentation (for example, in word-based natural
languages). Segmentation and POS engine 320 performs

for words in the format of feature structures. Once the

segmented word is found, segmentation and POS engine 320
retrieves all corresponding POS tags contained within the
feature structure of this word.

0076. In one embodiment, multiword processing is also
performed to define multiword expressions in the input
sentence. Segmentation and POS engine 320 performs mul
tiword processing by consulting a multiword dictionary
which may be included in the lexical dictionary 316 or
contained in a Separate dictionary. The multiWord processing

functions is described in more detail below.

is described in more detail below.

0071. During segmentation, segmentation and POS
engine 320 makes possible connections between tokens by
consulting lexical dictionary 316 and lexical functions 314.
In one embodiment, lexical dictionary 316 comprises lexical
entries in the format of feature Structures. Each lexical entry
Stored in lexical dictionary 316 may have a corresponding
POS information. In alternate embodiments, a wide variety
of other lexical information may be Stored in lexical dictio
nary 316. In one embodiment, lexical dictionary 316 may
also contain a multiword dictionary used in the multiword
processing as described below. Alternatively, multiword
information may be Stored in a separate dictionary.
0.072 Lexical functions 314 represent lexical grammar
rules 310. In one embodiment, lexical grammar rules 314
result from pre-compiling lexical grammar rules 310 using
GPL compiler 312. In this embodiment, lexical functions
related to tokens 308 may be selected from lexical functions
314. Alternatively, lexical grammar rules related to tokens
308 may be selected from lexical grammar rules 310 and
compiled by GPL compiler 312 to generate lexical functions

0077. In one embodiment, segmentation and POS engine
320 creates a connection graph comprising a plurality of
paths defined by all possible Segmentations of input Sentence
302 and/or various POS tags assigned to each segmented
word in input sentence 302. Multiword expressions may also
be reflected in the connection graph. The content of the
connection graph and the process of its creation are
explained below. Segmentation and POS engine 320 com
pares the paths in the connection graph. In one embodiment,
the comparison is done using lexical cost file 318 which

related to tokens 308.

0073 Lexical grammar rules 310 may be written in GPL.
In one embodiment, lexical grammar rules 310 comprise
Japanese lexical grammar rules. In an alternate embodiment,
lexical grammar rules 310 may comprise various grammar
rules of any other language and may be represented by a
wide variety of other programming languages or Structures.
The Japanese grammar rules may include rules defining
connectivity relation of tokens.
0.074. In one embodiment, GPL compiler 312 compiles
rules Selected from lexical grammar rules 310 to generate
lexical functions 314. As described above, lexical functions

contains various lexical cost information. The information in

lexical cost file 318 may include, for example, lexical costs,
unigram costs, bigram costs and connector costs.
0078 Lexical costs correspond to the probability of
observing a certain word as a certain part of Speech. For
example, the probability of observing word “bank” as a noun
may be higher than the probability of observing word
“bank” as a verb. Unigram cost or POS costs correspond to
the probability of observing a particular part of Speech,
regardless of what the particular word is or what the Sur
rounding parts of Speech are. For example, the probability of
observing a noun within any Sentence may be higher than the
probability of observing a determiner. Bigram costs corre
spond to the probability of observing a Sequence of two
particular parts of Speech together, regardless of what the
words are. For example, the probability of observing a
determiner followed by a noun may be higher than a
probability of observing a noun followed by a determiner.
Connector costs correspond to the probability of observing
two particular words in adjacent positions. Consider a Japa
nese Sentence, in which two different words, word 1 and

word 2, may be created Starting from a certain position
depending on their lengths. Let's Say that word 1 is created
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by combining six characters and word 2 is created by
combining eight characters, which include the same Six
characters plus two characters immediately following the Six
characters. Word 3 in our example is a word which ends
immediately before word 1 and word 2 start. In our example,
the connector costs may reflect that the probability of
observing word 3 in a position adjacent to word 2 may be
higher than the probability of observing word 3 adjacent to

root: white

cat: adj
root: house

because only pertinent information (i.e., lexical feature
Structures for best paths as opposed to all possible paths) is
passed to Syntactic analysis module 216. Thus, the present
invention may provide an accurate response to an input
Sentence, without consuming unreasonable amount of
memory and processing time.

0.081 FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of one embodiment for
reducing lexical ambiguity in a natural language translation
System. Initially, at processing block 404, an input Stream is
passed to lexical ambiguity reduction module 300 of FIG. 3.
The input Stream may be, for example, a full Sentence, a
reduced Sentence, a word, a number, a Symbol, or a punc
tuation character. At processing block 406, the input Stream
is broken into tokens. In one embodiment, the input Stream
is broken into at least two tokens. The number of tokens

varies depending upon the language, length and complexity
of the inputStream, and applicable tokenization rules 304, as
described above.

0082. At processing block 408, the tokens are used to
create a connection graph. The connection graph may be
created by finding all possible connections between tokens
(i.e. performing segmentation of the input Stream). The
process of Segmentation is described in more detail below.
Regardless of whether the input Stream requires Segmenta
tion, POS tagging and/or multiword processing may need to
be performed. As described above, POS tagging involves
finding all possible POS tags for each word in the input
Stream by consulting a lexical dictionary.
0.083 Multiword processing involves defining all pos
Sible multiword expressions in the input Stream using a
multiword dictionary. The multiword dictionary comprises
multiword expressions (“multiwords”) in the format of
feature structures. Consider the words "White House' in the
sentence “I want to visit the White House.” Valid feature

Structures for the combination may include:

(Feature Structure 5)

Cat: Oul

house he OR

word 1, or Vice versa.

0079 Lexical cost information may be stored in a data
base or it may be divided with one portion being stored
along with lexical grammar rules 310 and another portion
being stored with POS information in lexical dictionary 316.
In alternate embodiments, a variety of means for Storing the
lexical cost information may be used.
0080 Based on the costs assigned to each path, segmen
tation and POS engine 320 selects the best paths within the
connection graph that have lower costs. The best paths are
used to generate output graph 322 which is provided to
syntactic analysis module 216 of FIG. 2a for further pro
cessing. Output graph 322 contains the information needed
by Syntactic analysis module 216 for making an accurate
final interpretation of the input Sentence. In addition, the
operation of Syntactic analysis module 216 is Simplified

(Feature Structure 4)

white he

root: house
cat: verb

0084. An equally valid feature structure for the combi
nation may be:
root: White House

(Feature Structure 6)

White House hy

cat: proper noun

0085. If Feature Structure 4 and Feature Structure 5 are
found together in the multiword dictionary, then the com
bination “White House' is defined as a multiword and
Feature Structure 6 is retrieved.

0086 Referring again to processing block 408 of FIG. 4,
the connection graph comprises a set of nodes and a set of
arcs. A node corresponds to a separator between two words.
An arc corresponds to a token and connects two nodes. An
arc may be labeled with a corresponding part of Speech tag.
An example of a connection graph is shown in FIG. 5a.
After the connection graph with the plurality of paths is
created, each of the plurality of paths is assigned a cost, as
shown in processing block 410. Each arc comprising the
path has a cost associated with it. When processing charac
ter-based languages, e.g. the Japanese language, each node
may also have a cost associated with it. AS described above,
these costs may be obtained from lexical cost file 318 and
may include, for example, lexical costs, unigram costs,
bigram costs, connector costs. In one embodiment, the cost
assigned to each path results from Summing all costs defined
for every arc and, if applicable, every node in this path. The
process of calculating the cost for each path will be
described in more detail below.

0087. At processing block 412, at least one best path is
Selected from the plurality of paths based upon a corre
sponding cost. In one embodiment, costs of all possible
paths are weighed and those with lower costs are Selected to
generate an output graph. The Selection of paths is described
in more detail below. At processing block 414, the output
graph comprising the best paths is provided to Syntactic
analysis module 216 for further processing. In the examples
described, Selection of the best paths reduces lexical ambi
guity in the input Stream before the Syntactic analysis
module 216 begins its parsing operation, thereby simplify
ing the parsing process. In one embodiment, lexical ambi
guity reduction module 210 provides Syntactic analysis
module 216 with all the information it may need for pro
ducing an accurate interpretation of the input Stream.
0088 FIG. 5a illustrates an exemplary connection graph
for the input expression “I want to visit the White House.”
Specifically, each pair of nodes 2 through 16 are connected
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by arcs 22 through 42. Arcs 22 through 42 are labeled with
corresponding part of Speech tags. For example, the word
“visit”50 is separated by nodes 8 and 10. Because the word
“visit'50 may have at least two part of Speech tags, Such as,
for example, a verb and a noun, nodes 8 and 10 are
connected by at least two arcs. In the example, arc 30

corresponds to a verb (“v’) and arc 32 corresponds to a noun
(“n”). The word “House'54 is separated by nodes 14 and 16

which are connected by arc 38, representing a verb tag, and
arc 40, representing a noun tag. In addition, the word
“House'54 is a part of a multiword “White House'56, which
is a proper noun, as shown in Feature Structure 6. As a result,
arc 42 is created connecting nodes 12 and 16 to represent the
multiword expression with a POS tag of a proper noun.
Possible combinations of arcs and nodes define a plurality of
paths in the connection graph. The number of possible paths
may vary depending on how many arcs represent each word
in the inputStream. If each word in the input Stream has only
one arc representing it, then the connection graph comprises
only one path. Typically, however, more than one path is
defined in the connection graph. In the example, twelve
different paths may be defined in the connection graph based
on all possible combinations of the arcs and nodes. FIG. 5b
illustrates an exemplary path of one of the twelve possible
paths of FIG. 5a. Referring to FIG. 5b, the exemplary path
consists of the combination of arcs 22, 24, 28, 30, 34 and 42

and corresponding nodes.
0089 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of one embodiment for
Segmenting an input Stream. The Segmentation proceSS is
used in character-based languages, e.g. the Japanese lan
guage, which do not have SeparatorS Such as Spaces between
words. A task of the Segmentation process is to recognize all

adjacent Segments may be connected. The Segments that
have valid connections define all possible Segmentations of
the input Stream.
0091 At processing block 514, a connection graph is
generated from these Segments. The connection graph rep
resents all possible Segmentations of the input Stream and is
Subsequently processed by Segmentation and POS engine
320 to generate an output graph. In one embodiment, the
time consuming Segmentation proceSS may be performed
efficiently, thereby improving the overall performance of the
translation System.
0092 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of one embodiment for
reducing lexical ambiguity in an input English Sentence. At
processing block 704, tokenization of an input English
Sentence is performed by breaking the input English Sen
tence into tokens. The number of tokens resulting from
tokenizing an English Sentence varies depending on the
lengths and complexity of the Sentence. At processing block
706, a connection graph is created using the tokens. AS
described above, the connection graph comprises a set of
nodes and a Set of arcs.

0093. At processing block 708, all possible POS tags are
defined for each word in the Sentence by consulting lexical
dictionary 316. In one embodiment, each word in the
Sentence comprises at least one token. When more than one
POS tag is found in the lexical dictionary for a word, an arc
is added in the connection graph to represent every addi
tional POS tag found. Every arc is labeled with a corre
sponding POS tag. The FIG. 5a example shows all the arcs
defined for every word in the input sentence “I want to visit
the White House.” The elements of the connection graph are

the possible words (or segments) in the given input stream

described in more details above.

and find possible connections between adjacent words.
Initially at processing block 504, tokens are received. In one
embodiment, at least two tokens are received. At processing
block 508, lexical functions may be selected from a collec

0094) Referring to FIG. 7, at processing block 710,
multiword expressions are defined by consulting a multi
word dictionary. AS described above, an arc is added to
define each multiword in the Sentence. Based upon all
possible POS tags and multiwords in the Sentence, a plu
rality of paths is defined in the connection graph. Each path
represents a combination of arcs and nodes in the connection
graph. In the example shown in FIG. 5a, twelve different
paths may be defined in the connection graph based on all
possible combinations of the arcs and nodes. The FIG. 5b
example illustrates one of the twelve possible paths which

tion of lexical functions 314. In one embodiment, lexical

functions 314 result from pre-compiling lexical grammar
rules 310 using a GPL compiler. Lexical grammar rules 310
may be written in GPL and may define connectivity relation
of tokens. Lexical functions 314 may call feature Structure
library routines. As described above, the output of GPL
compiler 312 may be in the form of directly executable code
or may be in the form of Standard computer programming
language Statements. Either approach provides a flexible
method to develop grammar rules which becomes especially
important for rules defining connectivity relation of tokens
in character-based languages due to manipulation of large
amount of data involved in presentation of these rules.
0090. At processing block 512, segments are created
from the tokens based upon the lexical functions and lexical
dictionary. The created Segments define all possible Segmen
tations of the inputStream. The creation of the Segments may
include finding various combinations of the tokens and then
determining all possible connections between these various
combinations. That is, the lexical information retrieved from

lexical dictionary 31.6 may be used to define which tokens
may be combined. Based upon all possible combinations, a

number of lexical items (segments) may be created, in which

every lexical item results from combining one or more
tokens of the input stream. Then, lexical dictionary 316 and
the lexical functions maw be used to determine which

consists of the combination of arcs 22, 24, 28, 30, 34 and 42

and corresponding nodes.
0.095 Referring to FIG. 7, at processing block 714, each
path in the connection graph is assigned a cost. This cost is
a total of Overall costs calculated for all the arcs contained

in the path. In one embodiment, the Overall cost calculated

for all the arcs in the path includes a lexical cost, a POS (or
unigram cost) and a bigram cost. In the example shown in
FIG. 5a, the lexical cost assigned to arc 24 may be lower
than the cost assigned to arc 26 because the word “want
may be used more often as a verb than as a noun. The
unigram cost or POS cost corresponds to the probability of
observing this particular part of Speech, regardless of what
the word is or what the Surrounding parts of Speech are. For
example, the unigram cost assigned to arc 24 may be higher
than the unigram cost assigned to arc 26 because verbs in
general may be considered to be used more often than nouns.
The bigram cost corresponds to the probability of observing
a Sequence of two particular parts of Speech, regardless of
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what the words are. The bigram cost is assigned to each pair
of connected arcs. For example, the bigram cost assigned to
the combination of arcs 22 and 24 may be lower than the
bigram cost assigned to the combination of arcS 22 and 26
because the Sequence of a pronoun and a verb may be more
probable than the Sequence of a pronoun and a noun. Thus,
the total cost assigned to each path,includes lexical costs
assigned to each arc in the path, unigram costs assigned to
each arc in the graph and bigram costs assigned to each pair
of arcs in the graph. In one embodiment, when a path

comprises an arc defining a multiword expression (e.g., arc
42 in FIG. 5a or 5b), the cost for this arc is derived from the

multiword entry in the multiword dictionary.
0096 Referring to FIG. 7, at processing block 716, the n
best paths are Selected from all the paths in the connection
graph. The Selection is based upon a cost assigned to each

path. The number (“n”) of best paths selected may be

predefined based upon a variety of factors, Such as, for
example, a desired level of accuracy, the complexity of
information being processed, or time constraints associated
with the process. In an alternate embodiment, the number of
best paths may be determined by segmentation and POS
engine 320 during operation based upon various factors. In
another embodiment, the number of best paths may be
varied depending upon a certain percentage defined to limit
costs of Selected best paths. For example, this percentage
may be set to 10%. If the lowest among the costs assigned
to paths in the connection graph equals to 20, then only the
paths with costs not exceeding the lowest costs for more than
ten percent may be selected as best paths. For example, if
path 1 has a cost of 10, path 2 has a cost of 11.8, path 3 has
a cost of 12.2, and path 4 has a cost of 14, only paths 1 and
2 are Selected as best paths because costs of paths 3 and 4
exceed the cost of path 1 for more than 10%. In alternate
embodiments, a variety of methods for determining the
number of best paths may be used. The selected in best paths
are then used to generate an output graph 718 as described
above.

0097 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of one embodiment for
reducing lexical ambiguity in an input Japanese Sentence. At
processing block 804, tokenization of an input Japanese
Sentence is performed by breaking the input Japanese Sen
tence into tokens. Because a typical Japanese Sentence does
not have SeparatorS Such as Spaces between words, each
Japanese character in the Sentence may correspond to a
token. At processing block 806, the tokens are combined in
all possible combinations to define a variety of lexical

entries (segments) in the Sentence using lexical dictionary

316. FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary connection of tokens in
an input Japanese sentence. Referring to FIG. 9, tokens 50
through 80 are combined in various ways. Combinations of
tokens are made to match any entry in lexical dictionary 316.
For example, token 50 by itself may have a matching lexical
entry in lexical dictionary 316, or a combination of tokens
50 and 52 may have a matching lexical entry in lexical
dictionary 316. All combinations that have matching entries
in lexical dictionary 316 are analyzed to define all the

possible lexical entries (segments) in the input sentence. For
example, the combination of tokens 58 and 60 may define
Segment 20. In addition, the combination of the same tokens
58 and 60 along with a token 62 may result in segment 22.
Furthermore, the combination of tokens 58 and 60 may be
a part of Segment 24.
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0.098 Referring to FIG. 8, at processing block 808, the
variety of Segments are connected using lexical dictionary
316 and lexical functions to define possible Segmentations of
the input Sentence. AS described above, in one embodiment,
the lexical functions are associated with the Segments being
processed and are Selected from the entire collection of
lexical functions 314. Lexical functions 314 result from

compiling lexical grammar rules using GPL compiler 312.
Selected lexical functions define connectivity relation
between lexical feature Structures of the input Sentence. In
one embodiment, based upon lexical functions 314 and
lexical dictionary 316, all possible connections for each
lexical feature Structure may be defined using features
LEX-TO and LEX-FROM assigned to the lexical feature
Structures of the input Sentence. For every lexical feature
structure, features LEX-TO and LEX-FROM may define all
possible parts of Speech that can be connected to this
segment. That is, the feature LEX-FROM may define all
parts of Speech that may precede this segment and the
feature LEX-TO may define all parts of speech that can
immediately follow this segment. If any value in LEX-TO
TO and LEX-FROM features of adjacent segments matches,
then these two Segments may be connected. AS shown in
FIG. 9, lexical feature structure 26 defined by arc 5 has a
value “noun-part” in its LEX-TO feature. The same value is
contained in a LEX-FROM feature of lexical feature struc

ture 28 defined by arc 7. Thus, a valid connection can be
made between these two adjacent Segments. Each Segment
may be connected to more than one preceding Segment and
to more than one following Segment. For example, Segment
24 may be connected to at least two preceding Segments

(e.g., segments 30 and 32) if any value in its LEX-FROM
feature matches with any value in a LEX-TO feature of
every preceding Segment. In addition, Segment 24 may be

connected to at least two following segments (e.g., segments
26 and 34) if any value in its LEX-TO feature matches with

any value in a LEX-FROM feature of every following
Segment. In one embodiment, Segments that do not have
either preceding or following connections are ignored. The
rest of the Segments may be used to define all possible
Segmentations of the input Sentence.
0099 Referring to FIG. 8, at processing block 810, each
Segment is assigned all POS tags found for this lexical entry
in lexical dictionary 316. FIG. 9 shows sample POS tags
assigned to arcs 1 trough 11.
0100 Referring to FIG. 8, at processing block 812, the
Segments and corresponding POS tags may be used to create
a connection graph. In one embodiment, the process of
creating a connection graph for a Japanese Sentence may be
the same as the process of creating a connection graph for an
English Sentence. AS described above, the connection graph
comprises a Set of nodes and a set of arcs. Each arc
corresponds to a POS tag of a Segment. Various combina
tions of arcs and nodes define a plurality of paths in the
connection graph.
0101. At processing block 814, each path is assigned a
cost. AS described above, this cost is a total of all costs

calculated for every arc and node contained in the path. In
a Japanese Sentence, the cost calculated for every arc in the

path may include a lexical cost and a POS (or unigram) cost.

In addition, the Segmentation proceSS may involve a con
nector cost which is assigned to each node in the path. The
connector cost corresponds to the probability of observing
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two types of words in adjacent positions. That is, each of all
possible connections made between adjacent Segments may
carry a connector cost associated with this particular con
nection. Thus, in one embodiment, the cost assigned to each
path may include lexical costs assigned to each arc in the
paths, unigram costs assigned to each arc in the graph and
connector costs assigned to each node in the graph. In
alternate embodiments, any other way of calculating a cost
for a path may be used.
0102 At processing block 816, n best paths are selected
from all the paths within the connection graph. In one
embodiment, the Selection is based upon a cost assigned to
each path. The number of best paths is determined as
described above. The selected n best paths are used to
generate an output graph which is passed to Syntactic
analysis module 216.
0103) A method and system for reducing lexical ambi
guity in an input Stream have been described. The method
breaks the input Stream into tokens and creates a connection
graph using the tokens. If needed, the method may perform
Segmentation of the inputStream, POS tagging or multiword
processing. Results received in any of the above processes
are used to define a plurality of paths in the connection
graph. The method assigns a cost to each of the plurality of
paths. Based upon assigned costs, at least one best path is
selected from the plurality of paths. The method uses the at
least one best path to generate an output graph. The output
graph is passed to a Syntactic analysis module to reduce
lexical ambiguity. With the present invention, an efficient
way of reducing lexical ambiguity is provided which pro
duces an accurate interpretation of the input Stream without
unreasonably burdening the operation of the Syntactic analy
sis module.

0104 Several variations in the implementation of the
method for reducing lexical ambiguity have been described.
The Specific arrangements and methods described here are
illustrative of the principles of this invention. Numerous
modifications in form and detail may be made by those
skilled in the art without departing from the true Spirit and
Scope of the invention. Although this invention has been
shown in relation to a particular embodiment, it should not
be considered so limited. Rather it is limited only by the
appended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for reducing lexical ambiguity in an input
Stream, comprising:
breaking the input Stream into at least two tokens,
creating a connection graph using the at least two tokens,
the connection graph comprising a plurality of paths,
assigning a cost to each of the plurality of paths,
defining at least one best path based upon a corresponding
cost to generate an output graph; and
providing the output graph to a Syntactic analysis module
to reduce lexical ambiguity.
2. The method of claim 1 wherein a number of the at least

one best path is either predefined or determined program
matically.
3. The method of claim 1 wherein creating a connection
graph using the at least two tokens comprises:

compiling lexical grammar rules to generate lexical func
tions, the lexical grammar rules being written in a
grammar programming language;
creating a plurality of Segments from the at least two
tokens based upon lexical information and the lexical
functions, and

defining the plurality of paths using the plurality of
Segments.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein creating a connection
graph using the at least two tokens comprises assigning at
least one part of Speech tag to at least one of the at least two
tokens using lexical information.
5. The method of claim 1 wherein creating a connection
graph using the at least two tokens comprises recognizing a
multiword expression in the input Stream using multiword
information.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the connection graph
comprises a set of nodes and a set of arcs.
7. The method of claim 6 wherein each of the plurality of
paths comprises a combination of nodes and arcs.
8. The method of claim 1 wherein the cost comprises
lexical cost, unigram cost, bigram cost and connector cost.
9. A method for providing Segmentation of an input
Stream having at least two tokens, comprising:
creating a plurality of Segments from the at least two
tokens based upon lexical information and lexical func
tions, and

generating a connection graph using the plurality of
Segments.

10. The method of claim 9 further comprising compiling
lexical grammar rules to generate the lexical functions, the
lexical grammar rules being written in a grammar program
ming language.
11. The method of claim 10 wherein the lexical grammar
rules define connectivity relation of tokens.
12. The method of claim 9 further comprising assigning at
least one part of Speech tag to at least one Segment using a
lexical dictionary.
13. The method of claim 12 further comprising:
defining a plurality of paths in the connection graph based
upon part of Speech tags and the Segments,
assigning a cost to each of the plurality of paths, and
determining at least one best path based upon a corre
Sponding cost to generate an output graph.
14. An apparatus for reducing lexical ambiguity in an
input Stream, comprising:
means for breaking the input Stream into at least two
tokens,

means for creating a connection graph using the at least
two tokens, the connection graph comprising a plurality
of paths,
means for assigning a cost to each of the plurality of
paths,
means for defining at least one best path based upon a
corresponding cost to generate an output graph; and
means for providing the output graph to a Syntactic
analysis module to reduce lexical ambiguity.
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15. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein a number of the at
least one best path is either predefined or determined pro
grammatically.
16. The apparatus of claim 14 further comprising
means for compiling lexical grammar rules to generate
lexical functions, the lexical grammar rules being writ
ten in a grammar programming language;
means for creating a plurality of Segments from the at
least two tokens based upon lexical information and the
lexical functions, and

means for defining the plurality of paths using the plu
rality of Segments.
17. The apparatus of claim 14 further comprising means
for assigning at least one part of Speech tag to at least one
of the at least two tokens using lexical information.
18. The apparatus of claim 14 further comprising means
for recognizing a multiword expression in the input Stream
using multiword information.
19. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the connection
graph comprises a Set of nodes and a set of arcs.
20. The apparatus claim 19 wherein each of the plurality
of paths comprises a combination of nodes and arcs.
21. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the cost comprises
lexical cost, unigram cost, bigram cost and connector cost.
22. An apparatus for providing Segmentation of an input
Stream having at least two tokens, comprising:
means for creating a plurality of Segments from the at
least two tokens based upon lexical information and
lexical functions, and

means for generating a connection graph using the plu
rality of Segments.
23. The apparatus of claim 22 further comprising means
for compiling lexical grammar, rules to generate the lexical
functions, the lexical grammar rules being written in a
grammar programming language.
24. The apparatus of claim 23 wherein the lexical gram
mar rules define connectivity relation of tokens.
25. The apparatus of claim 22 further comprising means
for assigning at least one part of Speech tag to at least one
Segment using a lexical dictionary.
26. The apparatus of claim 25 further comprising:
means for defining a plurality of paths in the connection
graph based upon part of Speech tags and the Segments,
means for assigning a cost to each of the plurality of
paths, and
means for determining at least one best path based upon
a corresponding cost to generate an output graph.
27. An apparatus for reducing lexical ambiguity in an
input Stream, comprising:
a tokenizer for breaking the input Stream into at least two
tokens,

a token connector for creating a connection graph using
the at least two tokens, the connection graph compris
ing a plurality of paths,
a cost assignor for assigning a cost to each of the plurality
of paths,

a path calculator for defining at least one best path based
upon a corresponding cost to generate an output graph;
and

a graph provider for providing the output graph to a
Syntactic analysis module to reduce lexical ambiguity.
28. The apparatus of claim 27 wherein a number of the at
least one best path is either predefined or determined pro
grammatically.
29. The apparatus of claim 27 wherein the token connec
tor comprises:

a grammar programming language (GPL) compiler for
compiling lexical grammar rules to generate lexical
functions, the lexical grammar rules being written in a
general programming language;
a Segmentation engine for creating a plurality of Segments
from the at least two tokens based upon lexical infor
mation and the lexical functions, and

a path designator for defining the plurality of paths using
the plurality of Segments.
30. The apparatus of claim 27 wherein the token connec
tor comprises a part of Speech tagger for assigning at least
one part of Speech tag to at least one of the at least two
tokens using lexical information.
31. The apparatus of claim 27 wherein the token connec
tor comprises a multiword recognizer for recognizing a
multiword expression in the input Stream using multiword
information.

32. The apparatus of claim 27 wherein the connection
graph comprises a Set of nodes and a set of arcs.
33. The apparatus of claim 32 wherein each of the
plurality of paths comprises a combination of nodes and
CS.

34. The apparatus of claim 27 wherein the cost comprises
lexical cost, unigram cost, bigram cost and connector cost.
35. An apparatus for providing Segmentation of an input
Stream having at least two tokens, comprising:
a Segmentation engine for creating a plurality of Segments
from the at least two tokens based upon lexical infor
mation and lexical functions, and

a graph generator for generating a connection graph using
the plurality of Segments.
36. The apparatus of claim 35 further comprising a

grammar programming language (GPL) compiler for com

piling lexical grammar rules to generate the lexical func
tions, the lexical grammar rules being written in GPL.
37. The apparatus of claim 36 wherein the lexical gram
mar rules define connectivity relation of tokens.
38. The apparatus of claim 35 further comprising a part of
Speech tagger for assigning at least one part of Speech tag to
at least one Segment using lexical information.
39. The apparatus of claim 38 further comprising:
a path designator for defining a plurality of paths in the
connection graph based upon part of Speech tags and
the Segments,
a cost assignor for assigning a cost to each of the plurality
of paths, and
a path calculator for determining at least one best path
based upon a corresponding cost to generate an output
graph.
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40. A System for reducing lexical ambiguity, comprising:
a proceSSOr,

an input coupled to the processor, the input capable of
receiving an input Stream, the processor configured to
break the input Stream into at least two tokens, create
a connection graph comprising a plurality of paths
using the at least two tokens, assign a cost to each of the
plurality of paths, and define at least one best path
based upon a corresponding cost to generate an output
graph; and
an output coupled to the processor, the output capable of
providing the output graph to a Syntactic analysis
module to reduce lexical ambiguity.
41. A System for providing Segmentation of an input
Stream, comprising:
a proceSSOr,

an input coupled to the processor, the input capable of
receiving an input Stream having at lest two tokens, the
processor configured to create a plurality of Segments
from the at least two tokens based upon lexical infor
mation and lexical functions, and generate a connection
graph using the plurality of Segments, and
an output coupled to the processor, the output capable of
providing Segmentation of the input Stream.
42. A computer readable medium comprising instructions,
which when executed on a processor, perform method for
reducing lexical ambiguity in an input Stream, comprising:
breaking an input Stream into at least two tokens,
creating a connection graph using the at least one token,
the connection graph comprising a plurality of paths,
assigning a cost to each of the plurality of paths,
defining at least one best path based upon a corresponding
cost to generate an output graph; and
providing the output graph to a Syntactic analysis module
to reduce lexical ambiguity.
43. The computer readable medium of claim 42 wherein
creating a connection graph further comprises providing
Segmentation of the input Stream using lexical information
and lexical functions.

44. The computer readable medium of claim 42 wherein
creating a connection graph further comprises assigning at
least one part of Speech tag to at least one of the at least two
tokens using lexical information.
45. The computer readable medium of claim 42 wherein
creating a connection graph further comprises recognizing a
multiword expression in the input Stream using lexical
information.

46. The computer readable medium of claim 42 wherein
a number of the at least one best path is either predefined or
determined programmatically.
47. A computer readable medium comprising instructions,
which when executed on a processor, perform method for
providing Segmentation of an input Stream having at least
two tokens, comprising:
creating a plurality of Segments from the at least two
tokens based upon lexical information and lexical func
tions, and

generating a connection graph using the plurality of
Segments.

48. The computer readable medium of claim 47 further
comprising compiling the lexical grammar rules to generate
lexical functions, the lexical grammar rules being written in
a grammar programming language.
49. A memory for Storing data for access by an application
program being executed on a data processing System, com
prising:
a data Structure Stored in Said memory, Said data structure
including information resident in a file used by Said
application program and including:
a plurality of packet Structures used for the transmission
of data, wherein each packet Structure includes
a set of nodes,

a set of arcs connecting at least two of the Set of nodes,
and

a value data object for each of the Set of arcs having a
value that represents a corresponding part of Speech
tag.

